
York Spring Race Experience

Safety Plan

This plan details event specific actions.  Participating clubs are responsible for
conducting their own risk assessments before arriving at the event and for complying
with the requirements of RowSafe.

1. Covid-19

The event may be cancelled at any time if Government/British Rowing/Canal & River
Trust/York City Rowing Club Covid -19 requirements or advice changes.

Individual athletes, volunteers and officials to ensure that any equipment they use is
cleaned/quarantined immediately after use.  This includes, but is not limited to:

● launches;
● loud hailers;
● radios;
● timing equipment;
● empacher numbers.

Hosting Club protocols on social distancing and cleaning of boats, blades, other
equipment and surfaces or fittings touched is to be followed at all times.

Once on the water boats will remain more than 2 metres apart as a matter of course.
Safety launch crews will wear PPE in case there is a requirement to come within 2
metres of a boat or competitor.

Specific Covid-19 instructions will be issued to participants and to “hosting clubs”..

2. Weather and course conditions

There is the possibility of floods and/or poor weather.

a) FLOODS - The organisers are in communication with the local Environment Agency
who operates a monitoring system for the River Ouse and its tributaries and is able to
predict the height of the river along the course for the day and duration of the race.
The event will be cancelled if the river is forecast to rise above a predetermined level.

b) INCLEMENT WEATHER - Local weather forecasts are consulted in the days leading
up to the event.  The organisers will consider cancellation if extreme low temperatures,
poor visibility, high winds or persistent heavy rain are forecast.  In windy conditions
boats should be held or secured to racks/trestles.



c) ELECTRICAL STORMS (Lightning) - The organisers will monitor the forecasts and
current weather conditions for possible electrical activity. If thunder is heard within 30
seconds of a flash of lightning, the organisers will assess the risk with a view to stopping
the event. The event will not be restarted until at least 30 minutes from the last clap of
thunder (30/30 rule).

d) MECHANISM OF COMMUNICATION - Entrants will be advised in the most practical
timescale of any adjustments or cancellations. These will take the form of:-
i) Advising of potential problems when confirming entries and requesting competitors to
check a website or phone a given number during the Friday evening prior to the
competition.
ii) Via club website and social media channels.
iii) The event controller will hold contact details for participating clubs.

e) OBSTRUCTION ON THE COURSE
Prior to the event the course is inspected for debris or submerged hazards, any hazards
are to be cleared or buoyed off. The Start Marshals will notify the nearest launch of any
debris observed coming onto the course so that it can be cleared away.

f) DETERIORATING CONDITIONS
The organisers will keep conditions under review for the duration of the event.  If
conditions deteriorate then the organisers may cancel or limit the event in part or in full.

3. General

The event will take place on the River Ouse between the “Bungalow” and “Maddies”,
both known locations for local crews.
The event will be limited to experienced crews entered in national events.
Prior to the event other river users are informed in writing of the location and timing of
the event.

4. During the event

Crews to follow the normal navigation rules on the way to/from the event.  During the
event there will be a safety/marshal launch upstream and downstream of the racing.
These launches will be responsible for warning other river users and the event controller
and conveying instructions to crews.  Boats/races will not be started if there is an
obstruction or other craft on the course.



For the time trial boats will be started at sufficient intervals to reduce the likelihood of
one boat catching another.  During the event only boats racing will be allowed on the
course.

5. Safety launches

Safety launches will be positioned upstream and downstream of the racing.   Launch
drivers will hold RYA Level 2 or be similarly qualified.

Crews will be instructed that in the event of an incident, for example a capsize, crews
should stop and give assistance, and if necessary send a following crew down the
course to alert the nearest official or the safety launch at the finish.

6. First aid

There will be no event specific first aid provision. The event controller will summon the
emergency services via 999 if required, the event controller will direct the emergency
services to the casualty using the Ouseplan emergency signs.

There is a defibrillator at York City boathouse, together with a first aid kit for treating
minor injuries.

7.  Communication

Officials will be in contact via the two-way radio system.  Recognised radio protocols to
be used.  The event controller will have mobile phone numbers for some key officials.

In the event of an incident the event controller will co-ordinate the response.

CLUBS’ AND PARTICIPANTS’ GENERAL RESPONSIBILITIES

1) EQUIPMENT
ALL CLUBS MUST ensure that the equipment being used by its members is in good
condition and suitable for the conditions. Marshals may make random checks on boats.

2) ABILITY TO SWIM
Clubs must ensure that athletes are able to swim at least 50 metres clothed.



3) CAPSIZE PROCEDURE - As part of its safety training clubs should advise its rowing
members to hold on to the boat in the event of a capsize where it is safe to do so and
await assistance.

4) CLOTHING - Clubs must ensure that ALL competitors are suitably dressed for wet
and cold conditions that can be encountered at any time of the year. Marshals and
Monitors are instructed to assess ALL crews going upstream and if necessary,
depending on conditions turn back those who may be at risk from cold or wet
conditions, because of inadequate clothing protection

5) HOT WEATHER - crews to carry sufficient water, apply sunscreen and have sufficient
clothing in the case of hot or sunny weather.

6) CLUBS MUST ALSO ENSURE THAT ALL COXSWAINS :-
a) Are sufficiently experienced, in particular an inexperienced or novice crew
must have an experienced coxswain.
b) Wear on top of their clothing (have checked and know how to operate) a
lifejacket conforming to relevant national EN standard and carry CE mark of
approval.
c) In front (bow) loader boats, only use manually operated life jackets.
d) Coxes in stern coxed boats are required to wear a face covering and eye
protection in line with current British Rowing COVID guidance.

7) KNOWLEDGE OF THE TIME TRIAL INSTRUCTIONS, SAFETY PROCEDURES
AND POTENTIAL HAZARDS - It is not only the coxswain or steers person who must
be conversant with the above, the whole crew must be aware of the instructions etc.
and be prepared to put them into practice.

8) CONSIDERATION OF OTHER PARTICIPANTS - The general presumption is that
the faster crew has right of way during the event. However overtaking crews should not
force other crews to change course or speed.

9) CONSIDERATION TO OTHER PEOPLE – When handling boats to/from the
boathouse, care must be taken to ensure passers-by are not injured, the cox or
responsible person should give instruction to the handlers so as to avoid any accidents.
Every effort must be made to keep walkways and cycle paths clear during the handling
of boats off the water.

10)    River traffic
The Canal & River Trust has granted an event licence and prior to the event other river
users are informed in writing of the location and timing of the event. However the river
is not closed to normal river traffic and all athletes, volunteers and officials should be
aware that individual vessels may be unaware that the event is taking place.

Motor craft may use horn signals to alert other boats:
One short blast The signal made by a vessel intending to turn to the starboard.



Two blasts The signal made by a vessel intending to turn to the port.

Three blasts The signal made by a vessel running engines in reverse.

● Crews must not stop under bridges

11)  IF AN ACCIDENT OCCURS - Participants must help by :-
a) Stopping to give assistance where there is someone in difficulty in the water,
unconscious, or in danger of being run down by oncoming crews.
b) sending a following crew along the course to alert the nearest official or the
safety launch at the finish:

12)  OTHER POSSIBLE HAZARDS
Waterborne Diseases - Leptospirosis, Bugs or Blooms, Algae, Bio Hazards.
Keep water and skin contact to minimum, remove contaminated clothing and wash
contacted skin areas. If in doubt seek first aid attention.
Footwear - Due to the event taking place in public areas, it is strongly advised that
suitable footwear should be worn to reduce risk of injury.

All competitors must be familiar with the Time Trial instructions, safety plan and any
potential hazards and be able to act upon them.
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